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ABSTRACT Accurate channel state information (CSI) is important for the coherent detection of multiple-

input-multiple-output (MIMO) system. Especially in a high-speed scenario, fast time-varying CSI gotten

by the conventional channel estimation schemes tend to be out of date, thus tracking and predicting CSI

are more attractive and indispensable. Motivated by those, a time-varying MIMO channel fading prediction

framework is proposed in this paper. The principle behind our scheme is that the cluster-based fading channel

has the spatial consistency property, which means the small-scale parameters of channel clusters evolve

continuously and smoothly in the time and spatial domains. Thus CSI can be tracked and predicted within

several or tens of wavelengths. The proposed scheme is composed of an extended Bayesian Estimation

Kalman Filter to track the time-varying CSI evolution, and a Cluster Drifting Based Prediction to obtain the

small-scale parameters of channel clusters. The performance of the proposed scheme is simulatively verified

by a standard clustered-based channel model.

INDEX TERMS MIMO channel fading prediction, high-speed scenario, spatial consistency, cluster drifting.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate channel state information (CSI) is important for

coherent detection, thus achieving the high performance and

providing quality of service support in the fifth Genera-

tion (5G) and beyond 5G (B5G) multiple-input-multiple-

output (MIMO) systems [1]–[4]. In the TDD system, it is

feasible to obtain CSI by channel reciprocity through uplink

channel estimation. However, the CSI may become outdated

due to the estimation, processing, and propagation delay [5]

which will degrade the system performance seriously [5], [6].

Especially in 5G and B5G systems, high-speed scenarios

become important, like users still want to get the high data

rate in high-speed vehicles and trains [7]–[10]. In these cases,

the channel fading between the base station (BS) and high-

speedmobile user (MS) fluctuates dramatically within a short

time period [6]. As a key technique to improve the accuracy

of CSI, the channel fading prediction becomes an important

research issue in a high-speed scenario.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Meng-Lin Ku .

The state-of-the-art channel fading prediction schemes

have been reviewed in [5], [11]. One category of widely

adopted schemes are non-parametric schemes, including the

autoregressivemodeling approach [12]–[14] and basis expan-

sion approach [15], [16]. Pre-known autocorrelation func-

tions or basis functions are usually required for these two

approaches. However, they are more suitable to be adopted

in a single-input-single-output system without the consider-

ation of spatial characteristics. Another widely-used scheme

is parametric channel model (PCM) approach, which is based

on the sum-of-sinusoids principle [17] and spatial channel

models [18], [19]. With spatial characteristic fully considered

in these models, the PCM approach is quite appropriate for

the time-varying MIMO channel fading prediction [5].

In the conventional PCM approach [5], [20], a MS is

assumed with a relatively low velocity, and hence the time-

varying CSI can be represented by several time-invariant

small-scale parameters. With the account of this paramet-

ric representation, it is feasible to predict the time-varying

MIMO channel fading. However, when the MS is moving

with a high speed, all the small-scale parameters, including
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FIGURE 1. System model for a MIMO-OFDM downlink channel in the TDD mode with channel tracking and prediction.

Doppler frequency, angles of arrival (AoA) and department

(AoD), and time delay are time-varying within a short time.

Therefore, it becomes a challenging issue to combine the

MIMO channel fading prediction with time-varying small-

scale parameters. In [5], [21], the authors propose schemes

with the parameter changing rates preset or pre-known by

the algorithms. In [22], [23], the authors propose a tracking

algorithm based on Kalman Filter to track the time-varying

small-scale parameter variations. More importantly in [23],

Bayesian estimation is embedded in the tracking process,

which is useful to estimate the model order number. Recently,

some researchwork on channel prediction formassiveMIMO

and millimeter wave has been published in [24], [25]. How-

ever, they mainly focus on the narrow-band system and time-

invariant small-scale parameters, respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, the previous studies on chan-

nel fading prediction mainly focus on the static or quasi-static

scenario, in which the small-scale parameters are assumed to

be time-invariant. However, more attention should be paid to

the case of time-varying small-scale parameters in the high-

speed scenario. Since the small-scale parameters are esti-

mated independently in different time instants (snapshots),

it is intractable to combine spatial consistency property

(SCP) with the conventional PCM channel fading prediction

scheme. Also, without the prior information of time-varying

small-scale parameters evolution, the predicted CSI gotten by

conventional approaches is not accurate.

Thanks to the Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Models

(GBSMs) [18] and the cluster based channel SCP [26], [27],

the small-scale parameters of channel clusters evolve contin-

uously and smoothly in the time and spatial domains. Also,

the cluster visibility region (VR) [19] is used to describe the

birth and death length of each cluster [28]–[30]. In one VR,

the corresponding clusters are active, the small-scale param-

eters of which evolve continuously and smoothly. Therefore,

it is potential to utilize the SCP to track and predict the

variation trend of time-varying small-scale parameters within

one VR.

In this paper, we present a time-varying MIMO channel

fading prediction framework in a high-speed scenario. For

better illustration, the proposed prediction framework in a

MIMO-OFDM system with a TDD mode is shown in Fig. 1

(Page 3). In the tracking stage, the Bayesian Estimation

Kalman Filter (BEKF) algorithm in [23] is adopted and

extended to track the time-varying small-scale parameters

with the consideration of the cluster-based channel SCP.

As an important indicator in the process of Kalman track-

ing, the Cramér–Rao lower bounds (CRLBs) of the tracking

parameters are derived more accurately. In the prediction

stage, it is assumed that the channel fading prediction horizon

is smaller than one VR, and hence the SCP is guaranteed

within this horizon. Also, with this assumption, a Cluster

Drifting Based Prediction (CDBP) algorithm is proposed

to predict the MIMO channel fading with the time-varying

small-scale parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II,

the signal model is given with a parametric representa-

tion of MIMO channel fading by GBSMs. The extended

BEKF and the proposed CDBP algorithms are introduced in

Sections III and IV, respectively. Simulation results are pre-

sented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

For description convenience, we give explanations on some

notations used in the paper. ⊗ and ⊙ denote Kronecker and

Khatri–Rao Products, respectively. (·)T and (·)H stand for

transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. In denotes

identity matrix with order n. The matrix and column vector

are denoted by the bold uppercase and lowercase letters,

respectively.Ex [·] denotes the expectation of the parameter x.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Since GBSM [18], [19] has been widely used as the standard-

ized channel model [31]–[33] in the fourth Generation (4G)

and 5G communication systems, it can reflect the realistic

time-varying MIMO channel fading characteristics rather

than make a theoretical assumption. Therefore, in this paper,

GBSM is adopted to make a parametric representation for the
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realistic CSI, which is similar with that in [34], [35]. Assume

that the receiver (Rx) and transmitter (Tx)1 are equipped with

antenna arrays of U and S elements, which are located at

drx,1, . . . ,drx,U ∈ R
3 and dtx,1, . . . ,dtx,S ∈ R

3 with respect

to an arbitrary reference point. We stack the received signals

of all antenna elements at Rx and Tx in one vector and the

equivalent basebandMIMOchannelmodel is expressed as (1)

h (t, τ ) =

L
∑

l=1

wl (t) · ctx
(

ψ tx,l (t)
)

⊗ crx
(

ψ rx,l (t)
)

·δ (τ − τl (t)) , (1)

where h (t, τ ) is the stacked vector-representation of time-

varying channel impulse response (CIR)2, with t and l denot-

ing the indexes of the snapshot and physical path3. The

complex magnitude wl (t) = αl (t) · ejϕl (t) with αl (t) denot-

ing the magnitude caused by large-scale fading and ϕl (t)

denoting the phase change. Note that both initial phase and

the impact of time-varying Doppler frequency are included in

ϕl (t). crx
(

ψ rx,l (t)
)

and ctx
(

ψ tx,l (t)
)

are the antenna steer-

ing vector of Rx and Tx, with ψ rx,l (t) and ψ tx,l (t) denoting

AoA and AoD. ψpos,l (t) =
[

φpos,l (t) , θpos,l (t)
]

with pos

representing rx or tx and φrx,l (t), θrx,l (t), φtx,l (t), θtx,l (t)

denote the azimuth angle of arrival (AAoA), elevation angle

of arrival (EAoA), azimuth angle of departure (AAoD), ele-

vation angle of departure (EAoD), respectively. δ (τ − τl (t))

denotes the Dirac function of time delay τl (t).

Without regard to the coupling between different antenna

elements, the antenna steering vector can be further

expressed as

cpos
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

=
[

cpos,1
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

, . . . ,

cpos,p
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

, . . . , cpos,P
(

ψpos,l (t)
)]T
, (2)

where p represents the index of Rx or Tx antenna element.

With the assumption of the plane wave propagation, (2) is

rewritten as

cpos
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

= a
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

⊙ exp
(

j2πλ−1DT
pos · e

(

ψpos,l (t)
)

)

, (3)

where λ, e
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

are the wavelength and the unit

wave vector in the direction of ψpos,l (t). Dpos =
[

dpos,1, . . . ,dpos,P
]

with dpos,p denoting the location vector

of each antenna element. a
(

ψpos,l (t)
)

is the complex antenna

gain vector, in which the responses of elements are all set to 1

in this paper.

1Since the downlink channel is considered in this paper, the transmitter
and receiver denote BS and MS respectively.

2CIR is a mathematical expression for MIMO channel fading.
3CIR is composed of several clusters and each cluster consists

of a group of physical paths with similar propagation characteristics
[18], [31]–[33]. However, limited by the system resolution (i.e., antenna
aperture and number [36]) and algorithm precision, each cluster can be seen
as several independent paths in the process of channel fading tracking and
prediction.

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the CIR in (1) is

given as

g (t, fm) =

L
∑

l=1

wl (t) · ctx
(

ψ tx,l (t)
)

⊗ crx
(

ψ rx,l (t)
)

· e−j2π fmτl (t), (4)

where fm is themth frequency bin (subcarrier frequency in the

OFDM system) with m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1.

We stack g (t, fm) with m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 in one

vector and get g (t, f ) =
[

gT (t, f0) , . . . , g
T (t, fM )

]T
. With

Kronecker product, we have

g (t, f ) =

L
∑

l=1

wl (t) · sτl ,ψrx,l ,ψ tx,l
(t), (5)

sτl ,ψrx,l ,ψ tx,l
(t) = u (τl (t))⊗ctx

(

ψ tx,l (t)
)

⊗crx
(

ψ rx,l (t)
)

,

(6)

where the time-varying small-scale parameter set is given

by
[

αl (t) , ϕl (t) , τl (t) ,ψ rx,l (t) ,ψ tx,l (t)
]T
, and the fre-

quency steering vector is u (τl (t)) = [e−j2π f0τl (t), . . . ,

e−j2π fM−1τl (t)]T .

Considering the additive noise in the signal model,

we express the received signal as

y (t, f ) =

L
∑

l=1

wl (t) · sτl ,ψrx,l ,ψ tx,l
(t)+ ε (t, f ), (7)

where ε (t, f ) is a complex circular symmetric white noise

with the variance σ 2. It is worth noting that y (t, f ) can be

regarded as the uplink estimated CSI with noise. For presen-

tation simplicity, the antenna polarization is not considered

in the signal model. Besides, we only consider the azimuth

plane and thus, the angular parameter ψpos,l (t) is simplified

as φpos,l (t). The case of antenna polarization and elevation

angles can be extended.

III. CHANNEL FADING TRACKING IN MOBILE

PROPAGATION ENVIRONMENT

As presented in the part of introduction, the time-varying

small-scale parameter are tracked based on cluster-based

channel SCP. In this section, we show details of the time-

varying small-scale parameter tracking algorithm in Step 1 of

Fig. 1. Let the observable parameter vector ξ (t) = [αT (t),

ϕT (t), τT (t), φTrx(t),φ
T
tx(t), σ

2]T and the non-observable

parameter vector1ξ (t)= [1αT(t),1ϕT(t),1τT (t),1φTrx(t),

1φTtx(t)]
T , where α(t), ϕ(t), τ (t), φrx(t) and φtx(t) are the

L-dimensional parameter vectors of all physical paths.1α(t),

1ϕ(t), 1τ (t), 1φrx(t) and 1φtx(t) are the corresponding

L-dimensional parameter change vectors. In the following,

the state-space model adopted in the tracking method is intro-

duced, which is proved to be robust to track the parameters

in [22], [23], [37].

A. STATE-SPACE MODEL

Limited by the frequency bandwidth and antenna aper-

ture, the small-scale parameters such as time delay, AoA
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and AoD evolve very slowly within a specific distance.

As described in Section IV-B1, they are highly-correlated in

several continuous snapshots due to the specific scatterers

in the propagation environment. However, as shown in (1),

the time-varying channel fading is superimposed by sev-

eral independent physical paths with different small-scale

parameters and it varies dramatically in a very short distance

(i.e., several wavelengths). As a useful tool, state-spacemodel

is utilized to build the association of the parameters in adja-

cent time snapshots. As introduced in [37], it can be described

as a Guassian-Markov model. The tracking parameter vector

is given as γ (t) =
[

ξT (t) ,1ξT (t)
]T

. And then the time-

evolution equation of the state-space model is expressed as

γ (t) = F · γ (t − 1)+ wtr (t) , (8)

where wtr (t) is the white normal distributed noise and F is

the state transition matrix preset according to the state-space

model. Limited by the space, only the expression of F is

shown in Appendix A. The detailed illustration and principle

are given in [37].

B. BAYESIAN ESTIMATION AND KALMAN

FILTER TRACKING

To estimate and track the time-varying small-scale parame-

ters, the BEKF algorithm in [23] is selected in the tracking

stage. Compared with the traditional snapshot-based parame-

ter estimation algorithms in [5], [20], [34], [38], the parameter

correlation property between adjacent snapshots is consid-

ered in the parameter estimation process of BEKF. Therefore,

the BEKF makes it possible to build an evolution relation-

ship of the parameters between adjacent snapshots, that is to

track the evolution of parameters with time. Also within the

BEKF, the Variational Bayesian Space-Alternating General-

ized Expectation-Maximization (VB-SAGE) algorithm [38]

is embedded to estimate the small-scale parameters in each

snapshot. Thanks to the VB-SAGE, the channel fading can be

decomposed and represented by several small-scale parame-

ters given in Section II. Also with VB-SAGE, it is feasible

to obtain the model order, (i.e., the path number), which is

useful to remove the false path and add the new path in the

tracking stage. In the following, we first introduce the

VB-SAGE algorithm and then illustrate the principle of

BEKF algorithm in detail.

1) VB-SAGE ALGORITHM

VB-SAGE algorithm is the extension of SAGE algorithm [34]

which can estimate the probability distribution of parame-

ters within the Bayesian framework. Different from SAGE

algorithm, we can make a statistical hypothesis with the esti-

mated probability distribution by the VB-SAGE algorithm.

The decision theory is utilized to judge the path number.

Usually, in the initialization of VB-SAGE algorithm, a rough

estimation of the parameters are obtained. After the initial-

ization, the parameters are adjusted further. A threshold value

(related to Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR)) is preset and the path

number is also determined according to this value. When the

power of the estimated path is lower than the threshold value,

it will be deleted. On the contrary, it will be added in the esti-

mated paths. Due to space limit, we only give the computing

results of estimated parameter probability distributions. More

detailed theoretical derivation and algorithm description can

be referred in [38].

In order to simplify our analysis, we assume the parameters

of different paths are independent. The final form of wl , τl ,

φrx,l and φtx,l can be computed by maximizing the logarithm

function of posterior probability, which are expressed in (9),

(10), (11), as shown at the bottom of this page, where ηl
and ςl are the sparsity prior and posterior variance of wl . For

simplicity, the time indicator variable is omitted and y (t, f )

is expressed as y.

2) BEKF TRACKING ALGORITHM

BEKF is firstly initialized by the VB-SAGE algorithm and

then the stages of Kalman Filter prediction and VB-SAGE

based model order update are implemented in an iterative

way. Similar in [23], the flow graph of the modified BEKF

is shown in Fig. 2. As illustrated in Section IV, we focus on

utilizing the time evolution trend gotten in the tracking stage

tomake the channel fading prediction. Thus, it is assumed that

no birth and death of paths exist in the tracking process in this

paper. It can be referred in [23] to get the detailed illustration

ℓ (y;wl) = −

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

wl · sτ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l

)H

σ̃−2

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

wl · sτ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l

)

− wl
H η̃lwl . (9)

ℓ
(

y; τl, φrx,l, φtx,l
)

= −

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

w̃l · sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l

)H

σ̃−2

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

w̃l · sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l

)

(10)

ℓ

(

y; σ 2
)

= − log

(

(

σ 2
)N
)

−

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

w̃l · sτ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l

)H

σ−2

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

wl · sτ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l

)

−

L
∑

l=1

σ−2sH
τ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l

sτ̃l ,φ̃rx,l ,φ̃tx,l ς̃l (11)
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FIGURE 2. Graph flow of BEKF algorithm.

and simulation results for the birth and death of paths (model

order change detection) in the tracking stage.

By utilizing the VB-SAGE algorithm, we get the linear

state space of the estimated parameters γ̃ (t), which can be

tracked by Kalman Filter. Note that we add ∼ on variables

to indicate the estimated values by the algorithm. Therefore,

embedding VB-SAGE into Kalman Filter, we can get the

following parameter tracking and update equations in (12).

γ̃− (t) = F · γ̃ (t − 1)

P̃−
K (t) = F · P̃K (t − 1)FH + Q

KK = P̃−
K (t) · HT

(

H · P̃−
K (t) · HT + R

)−1

γ̃ (t) = γ̃− (t)+ KK

(

VB
{

y (t, f ) , γ̃− (t)
}

− Hγ̃− (t)
)

P̃K (t) = (I − K · H) · P̃−
K (t) , (12)

where the superscript − denotes the estimated value obtained

by the step of Kalman Filter prediction. γ̃− (t) and P̃−
K (t) are

the predicted tracking parameter vector and the covariance

matrix, while γ̃ (t) and P̃K (t) are updated results by the

VB-SAGE algorithm. The meaning of transition matrix F is

same with that in (8).Q is the covariance matrix of the track-

ing model noise. H is the measurement matrix of Kalman

Filter, which builds an association between the tracking and

observable parameters. That is

ξ̃ (t) = H · γ̃ (t) . (13)

VB
{

y (t, f ) , γ̃− (t)
}

is used to estimate the parameters with

the initial value of γ̃− (t). In this step, the parameters between

two adjacent snapshots are associated automatically. R is the

measurement noise in Kalman Filter, which can be asymp-

totically computed by Cramér–Rao lower bound associated

to Fisher information matrix. Compared with the derivation

in [23], we give a more accurate expression in Appendix B.

More details can be found in [22], [23].

Algorithm 1 Time Delay Verification and Modification

Input: CIR with noise y (t, f ) at the tth snapshot, the pre-

dicted tracking parameter vector γ̃− (t), and the updated

tracking parameter vector γ̃ (t)

Output: Updated γ̃− (t) and γ̃ (t)

Step 1. Use VB-SAGE to estimate parameters with the

same path number L of γ̃ (t)

ξ̃VB (t) = VB {y (t, f )}

ξ̃VB (t) =
[

α̃TVB (t) , ϕ̃
T
VB (t) , τ̃

T
VB (t) , φ̃

T

VB,rx (t) , σ̃
2
VB

]T

Step 2. Sort τ̃VB (t), τ̃
− (t), τ̃ (t) with descending order

[

τ̃ sort,VB (t) , indVB
]

= sort {τ̃VB (t)}
[

τ̃−
sort (t) , ind

−
]

= sort
{

τ̃− (t)
}

[

τ̃ sort (t) , iñd
]

= sort {τ̃ (t)}

ξ̃ sort,VB (t) = sort
{

ξ̃VB (t) , indVB

}

ξ̃
−

sort (t) = sort
{

ξ̃
−
(t) , ind−

}

ξ̃ sort (t) = sort
{

ξ̃ (t) , iñd
}

Step 3. Judge the abrupt change of time delay

if τ̃ sort,VB (t) = τ̃ sort (t) then

τ̃ sort (t) = τ̃ sort (t)

else

Find lac ∈ Lac with τ̃sort,VB,lac (t) 6= τ̃−
sort,lac

(t)

Update τ̃−
sort,Lac

(t) with (14a) and (14b)

Update ξ− (t) and γ̃− (t) with τ̃−
sort,indper

(t) and ind−

Update γ̃ (t) with VB
{

y (t, f ) , γ̃− (t)
}

end if

Limited by the bandwidth in the communication system,

the resolution of time delay is usually not high enough to

vary smoothly with time, which makes τl (t) remain static

in several sampling snapshots and then change abruptly

in a specific snapshot. This makes it intractable to track

time delay with Kalman Filter accurately. Considering this

issue, we modify the time delay tracking method. As shown

in Fig. 2, a step of observable parameter correction is added

and it is described in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, ξVB (t) = VB {y (t, f )} means that using

VB-SAGE algorithm to obtain the parameter estimation of

y (t, f ) directly. τ sort,VB (t), τ̃
−
sort (t) and τ̃ sort (t) are the

time delays obtained by VB-SAGE, Kalman prediction step

and Kalman update step in a descending order. indVB, ind
−

148696 VOLUME 7, 2019
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and iñd are corresponding sorting index vectors. sort {ξ, ind}

denotes to rearrange the parameters with the order ind .

ξ̃ sort,VB (t), ξ̃
−

sort (t) and ξ̃ sort (t) are the sorting results of

ξ̃VB (t), ξ̃
−
(t) and ξ̃ (t) with order indVB, ind

− and iñd .

In step 3, due to the extremely small part of the multi-paths

with abruptly changing time delay, the original tracking and

updated paths can be associated by exhaustive search.

argmin
indper

Z = MCD
{

ξ̃ sort,VB,Lac (t) , ξ̃ sort,indper (t)
}

,

s.t. ξ̃ sort,indper (t) = sort
{

ξ̃ sort,Lac (t) , indper

}

, (14a)

τ̃−
sort,indper

(t) = τ̃ sort,VB,Lac (t) , (14b)

where MCD {·} denotes to compute the multi-path compo-

nent distance (MCD) defined in [39]. indper is a permutation

ofLac which denotes the path set with the time delay of abrupt

change. As shown in (14a) and (14b), the original tracking

paths are sorted with different permutations of Lac. And then

the MCD values between the original tracking and updated

paths can be calculated in case of different permutations.

Since MCD distance is calculated with the consideration of

all the parameters for each physical path, a small MCD value

means the parameters of the original tracking and updated

paths are similar and therefore the order with the smallest

MCD value can be utilized to associate the original tracking

and updated paths.

IV. CHANNEL FADING PREDICTION IN MOBILE

PROPAGATION ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we will introduce the small-scale parameter

prediction in Step 2 of Fig. 1. The traditional and the proposed

CDBP prediction schemes are both presented.

A. TRADITIONAL PCM PREDICTION METHOD

In traditional PCM prediction method, the small-scale

parameters ξ̃ l (t) are assumed to be time-invariant in the

prediction horizon. In this case, the time-invariant parame-

ters can be easily estimated by snapshot-based algorithms,

such as subspace-based ESPRIT [20], multidimensional

ESPRIT [5], expectation-maximum-based SAGE [34], and

VB-SAGE [38] algorithms. Only the path phases evolve with

time in terms of time-invariant Doppler frequencies in the

traditional PCM method in [5], [20]. But, in the high-speed

scenario, Rx moves with a much larger distance in a short

time period. In this case, the assumption of time-invariant

small-scale parameters is not reasonable, which degrades

the prediction accuracy seriously in terms of time-varying

parameters. Since the parameters are estimated independently

in each snapshot, it is intractable to track and predict the vari-

ation of the small-scale parameters with time in traditional

PCM method.

B. PROPOSED PARAMETER TRACKING AND

PREDICTION METHOD

In this subsection, we introduce the multi-bounce model

which is the basis of the proposed predictionmethod.With the

snapshot-associated small-scale parameters obtained by

BEKF in Section III-B, we can utilize the time-evolution

trend of the parameters to improve the prediction accuracy,

especially in the high-speed scenario.

FIGURE 3. Sketch of cluster drifting multi-bounce model.

1) MULTI-BOUNCE MODEL

According to [19], VR is defined to describe the birth and

death of clusters. When Rx moves into a VR, the corre-

sponding cluster becomes active and the parameters evolve

smoothly with the consideration of the channel SCP. Since the

prediction horizon is usually smaller than a VR, the predicted

parameters are highly-correlated with those in the previous

time snapshots. Therefore, it is possible to predict the time-

varying small-scale parameters in a VR. Similar as that

in [40], themulti-bouncemodel used in the paper is illustrated

in Fig. 3. In this model, the locations of Tx, the first-bounce

scatter and the last-bounce scatter are assumed to be static

when Rx is moving along a trajectory as introduced in [28].

This assumption is reasonable when we consider the dis-

tance between BS and MS is much larger than the prediction

horizon. And also the clusters with significant impact on the

CIR are only associated with some main scatterers. Based on

the assumption above, the complex magnitude, time delay,

AoA and AoD of the line-of-sight (LoS) path vary with Rx

moving. We call the above assumed prediction model as

cluster drifting. The drifting length, i.e., the lifetime of the

VR cluster has been researched in [29] and [30].

2) CLUSTER DRIFTING BASED PREDICTION ALGORITHM

With BEKF algorithm introduced in Section III-B, the time-

varying small-scale parameters in the tracking horizon can

be obtained. Also with the multi-bounce model in IV-B1,

it is potential to utilize the tracking small-scale parameters

to estimate the positions of FBSs and LBSs in Fig. 3. Then,

based on the principle of geometric-based channel model

in [31]–[33], the channel fading can be calculated utilizing

the positions of Tx, Rx, FBSs and LBSs. However, this

geometry-basedmethod requires very accurate position infor-

mation. Since the phase of each path varies dramatically in

the wavelength level, the channel prediction accuracy may be

degraded severely with a little error of position information.
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Therefore, this geometric based method is not considered in

this paper and it is more useful in the channel modeling rather

than channel prediction.

We hope to predict the channel fading with the tracking

small-scale parameters directly. With the SCP guaranteed in

a VR, the smoothly time-varying parameters can be fitted by

a specific model and it can be used to predict the parameters

in the prediction horizon. It is worth mentioning that since

the SCP is assumed for each cluster, it is guaranteed for all

the paths corresponding to each cluster. Although the multi-

bounce model in Fig. 3 is based on the cluster, the SCP can be

utilized to predict the parameters of the paths in each cluster

independently. This simplifies the steps without clustering in

the prediction progress. In this paper, polynomial fitting is

utilized to catch the time-evolution trend of different parame-

ters, and themodel order validation is also adopted to improve

the accuracy of the fitting model. With the consideration of

tracking the parameters including complex magnitude wl (t),

time delay τl (t), and angles φrx,l (t), φtx,l (t), we give the

graph flow of the prediction model in Fig. 4. In the fol-

lowing, the prediction schemes for different parameters are

introduced and discussed.

Since the prediction range is very small compared with

the large distance between Tx and Rx, i.e., usually several

wavelengths, AoD of the LoS path and the path magni-

tude vary much smaller compared with other time-varying

parameters. In this case, the impact of pass loss and AoD

on CSI can be ignored in the step of channel prediction.

Accordingly, the magnitude αl and AoD φtx,l (t) are assumed

to be constant within the prediction region, and only the time-

evolution trend of ϕl (t), τl (t), and φrx,l (t) need to be fitted

and predicted, which are only associated with the last-bounce

scatterer (LBS) as shown in Fig. 3.

However, due to the random uniformly distributed property

of ϕl (t) as described in [37], it is hard to fit and predict the

time-evolution trend. In the BEKF algorithm, the parameter

change variable 1ϕl (t) is considered to help track ϕl (t)

for its slowly-varying property as shown in the empirical

density of the path phase change in [37]. Also, the time-

varying Doppler phase information is implied in1ϕl (t), and

is utilized to predict the time-varying trend of ϕl (t) in the

prediction step.

Another reason for selecting 1ϕl (t) as the prediction

variable is its symmetric property under the assumption of

the multi-bounce model in Section IV-B1. For the position

of Tx, LBS and FBS are assumed to be static, there might

exist positions Po1, Po2 and Po3 with Po1 and Po3 being

symmetrical about Po2 as shown in Fig. 3. In this case,

the distance between LBS and Po1 is equal to that between

LBS and Po3, which means the phase difference change from

Po1 to Po2 is just the negative of that from Po2 to Po3.

This characteristic can be used to improve the prediction

accuracy and range. With the analysis given above, the pre-

diction steps of 1ϕl (t), τl (t), and φrx,l (t) are given in the

following.

FIGURE 4. Graph flow of CDBP algorithm.

Prediction of ϕl (t):

• 1ϕl (t) = f mo1ϕl ,coe (t) , t = tpresent + 1, . . . , tend .

• if there exist t0 satisfying

1ϕl (t0)·1ϕl (t0 + 1) < 0, t = tpresent+1, . . . , tend−1,

then

1ϕl (t) = −1ϕl (2t0 − t) , t = t0 + 1, . . . , tend .

Prediction of τl (t), φrx,l (t), αl (t) and φtx,l (t):

• φrx,l (t) = f moφrx,l ,coe (t) , t = tpresent + 1, . . . , tend ,

τl (t) = f moτl ,coe (t) , t = tpresent + 1, . . . , tend ,

αl (t) = αl
(

tpresent
)

, t = tpresent+1, . . . , tend ,

φtx,l (t) = φtx,l
(

tpresent
)

, t = tpresent+1, . . . , tend .

where tpresent and tend are the index of the present and the last

prediction time snapshots. t0 is the snapshot of Po2 in Fig. 3.

f mo1ϕl ,coe, f
mo
φrx,l ,coe

and f moτl ,coe are the optimum polynomial fit-

ting model given in Fig. 4. The tracking parameters obtained

by BEKF are divided into training and testing parts. With the

models of order rangemo = 1, 2, . . . ,MO trained by training

data, the optimum model order mo is verified and selected by

the testing data.
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FIGURE 5. Sketch of simulated scenario generated by channel simulation
model in [40]: Tx is located at [0, 0]. Rx is moving along a linear trajectory
from [50, 60] to [60, 60]. 16-element ULA and 16-element UCA antennas
with isotropic radiators of vertical polarization are equipped at Tx and Rx
respectively.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to verify the performance, the proposed channel fad-

ing prediction framework has been implemented and tested

by a GBSM based channel simulation model in [40]. Since

the channel SCP is considered in this model, it can substan-

tially support the simulation of time-varying MIMO channel

fading. And also with the account of the prediction horizon

smaller than one VR, it is assumed that no birth and death

of the clusters exist in the simulation of tracking and predic-

tion stages. We consider the urban micro-cell NLoS scenario

in [32]. For only azimuth angle is considered in this paper, all

the model parameters retain the default values other than the

elevation angles to be set as zeros. The sketch of the generated

scenario is given in Fig. 5. Tx is located at origin and Rx is

moving along a ten-meter trajectory in a far field condition.

According to [40], the parameters change smoothly and the

SCP is guaranteed in this small segment. Some other specific

simulation parameters are given in Table 1. Since the moving

distance of Rx is directly proportional to the mobile velocity

(e.g., 4.2λ in the case of 150 km/h and 3 GHz within 10 ms)

with a specific channel sampling rate, the length of prediction

horizon is used to verify the performance of the prediction

algorithm in this paper. Better performance in a larger pre-

diction horizon by the proposed method means it can achieve

better performance in terms of higher moving velocity within

a specific time period. Also as shown in Table 1, the sample

density (per λ
2
) decreases with the mobile velocity increasing

in terms of a fixed channel sampling rate. To show the per-

formance clearly, only four NLoS clusters (with one path in

each cluster, P1, P2, P3, P4 in Fig. 5) are generated in the

simulation.

Since a MIMO-OFDM downlink system with the TDD

mode is considered in this paper, the channel prediction error

with the CSI obtained by uplink channel estimation and

the bit-error-rate (BER) performance at Rx in the downlink

system are used to test the proposed scheme. Also, for the

TABLE 1. Channel model simulation configurations.

CSI obtained from uplink channel estimation is usually not

perfect, the performance is tested at different uplink SNR.

The uplink SNR of estimated CSI is defined as SNRuplink =

Et
[

‖g (t, f )‖22
] /(

σ 2USM
)

, where M is the frequency bin

number, σ 2,U , and S are defined same as those in Section II.

As given in [32], the delay spread of the urban micro-cell

NLoS scenario is about 129 ns, which means the coher-

ent bandwidth is about 7.76 MHz. Thus in the simulation,

M = 64 is selected to guarantee the channel to be frequency-

flat in each frequency bin.

FIGURE 6. The compared results of parameters among the initialization,
VB-SAGE algorithm and the channel model.

First, the results of the estimated parameters obtained by

the initialization and VB-SAGE algorithm in the first snap-

shot is compared with the true values obtained from the chan-

nel model in Fig. 6. As can be seen fromFig. 6, the parameters

are estimated roughly in the initialization step, in which many

pathswith very small power are also obtained. However, these

parameters are estimated further in the step of VB-SAGE

algorithm and the paths with very small power are deleted

according to a preset threshold SNR (7 dB in the simulation).

Therefore, with the step of VB-SAGE algorithm, the accurate

path number can be obtained and these estimated paths can be

tracked and predicted independently.

Then, a visualization of the parameters evolving with time

is shown in Fig. 7. The negative and positive parts of x-axis

(in wavelength) correspond to the parameter tracking and

prediction horizons respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
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FIGURE 7. Visualization of time-varying parameter evolution for all paths,
with uplink SNR of estimated CSI equal to 15 dB.

the parameters vary greatly with time. Especially for P1,

almost the difference of 100 degree for AAoA can be

observed within the range of about 50 λ. This is because

the LBS of P1 is very close to the Rx, and the LBS has a

significant impact on the CSI in a very short distance. In this

case, it is not reasonable to assume the parameters to be time-

invariant. Therefore, it is necessary to track the evolution

trend of the time-varying parameters.

Then the results of parameter tracking and prediction are

shown in Fig. 8. The paths P1 and P2 are selected as the

examples. The estimated and predicted values denote those

obtained from the BEKF tracking and CBDP algorithms,

respectively. The true value is generated from the channel

simulation model in [40]. In the tracking horizon, it can

be observed that the values of AAoAs vary with time and

this lead to the time-varying Doppler frequencies (especially

for P1 in Fig 5 and 8). With the time-varying parameter

tracking and fitting, the prediction scheme performs well in

the prediction horizon between 0 and 10 λ, especially after

2.5 λ where the phase difference values are opposite to that

before 2.5 λ.

Next, we show the errors between the CSI estimated and

predicted by the proposed scheme and the target CSI value

generated from the channel model in the tracking and predic-

tion horizons. The errors are measured by normalized square

error (NSE) as shown in Fig. 9. Also, the NSE lower bound

(NSELB) is plotted for comparison. The calculations of NSE

and NSELB are given in Appendix C. With the criterion

similar to [41], −13 dB is used to judge if the predicted

sample is useful in the channel prediction. It is observed that

the proposed CDBP algorithm performs much better than the

traditional method in terms of the useful prediction horizon

length. This is intuitive in Fig. 8 where the parameters (phase

difference, AAoA and time delay) vary with time and our

algorithm can track the time-evolution trend and obtain a

more accurate prediction performance.

To verify the impact of uplink SNR of estimated CSI on

the proposed prediction scheme, the NSE performances at

different uplink SNR of estimated CSI are given in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 8. Results of estimated values by BEKF and predicted values by
CDBP for P1 and P2 paths, with uplink SNR of estimated CSI equal
to 15 dB.

As expected, it can be observed that NSE decreases with

uplink SNR increasing for both the traditional and the pro-

posed prediction schemes. However, note that the NSE per-

formances in the prediction horizon are very similar at

15 and 20 dB, which is limited by the precision of parameter

extraction in VB-SAGE algorithm.
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FIGURE 9. NSE versus prediction horizon, with uplink SNR of estimated
CSI equal to 15 dB.

FIGURE 10. The CDF of NSE for different uplink SNR of estimated CSI
within 6 λ prediction horizon.

Also, the BER performances versus the prediction hori-

zon length at different received SNR in a MIMO-OFDM

downlink system are presented in Fig. 11. The predicted CSI

obtained by the traditional and the proposed CDBP schemes

and the perfect CSI generated by the channel simulation

model are used to conduct the precoding at Tx as shown

in Fig. 1. In the case of the traditional method, the BER

performances degrade seriously due to the severe mismatch

between the precoding weights and the time-varying CSI.

However by the CDBP scheme, the BER reduces by about up

to three orders of magnitude in the 2 λ prediction horizon at

20 dB downlink received SNR. Although both the traditional

and the proposed CDBP schemes become worse with the

prediction horizon length increasing, the CDBP scheme per-

forms much better especially in the case of higher downlink

received SNR.

Finally, the proposed channel prediction method is adopted

in the case of 19 clusters (with one path in each cluster),

which is same with the value defined in urban micro-cell

NLoS scenario in [32]. Similar with the case of 4 paths,

FIGURE 11. BER vs prediction horizon of 2, 4, and 6 λ with uplink SNR of
estimated CSI equal to 20 dB.

FIGURE 12. Visualization of time-varying parameter evolution for all
paths, with uplink SNR of estimated CSI equal to 20 dB, in the case
of 19 clusters.

FIGURE 13. BER vs prediction horizon of 2, 4, and 6 λ with uplink SNR of
estimated CSI equal to 20 dB, in the case of 19 clusters.

a visualization of the parameters evolving with time is shown

in Fig. 12. And then the BER performances versus the pre-

diction horizon length in the case of 19 clusters are shown

in Fig. 13. The results in Fig. 13 are consistent with them
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in Fig. 11. The proposed CDBP scheme performs better

than the traditional scheme in all prediction horizon lengths.

On the one hand, due to the increase of the cluster number,

it becomes more difficult to estimate and track the small-

scale parameters of all paths accurately. And also the error

introduced by the fitting model might become large. For

example, the error floor in the case of CDBP 2 λ in Fig. 13

is much higher than that in Fig. 11. On the other hand,

the power of each independent cluster becomes smaller with

the fixed SNR (20 dB). Therefore, the error introduced by the

parameter estimation, tracking and fitting model in the case

of 19 clusters also become smaller compared with that in the

case of 4 clusters, especially for the traditional method in the

case of 2 λ in Fig. 13.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a framework of time-varying

MIMO channel fading prediction in a high-speed scenario.

The proposed framework consists of time-varying small-

scale parameter tracking and prediction. In the tracking stage,

the parameters are estimated and tracked at present and pre-

vious snapshots by the BEKF algorithm. Then a specific

fitting model (polynomial fitting) is used to extract the time-

evolution trends of different parameters. Model order veri-

fication has been adopted to avoid the under-or-over fitting.

In the prediction stage, under the assumption of cluster-based

channel spatial consistency property in the prediction hori-

zon, the parameters are predicted using the fitting model, and

the predicted CIRs are obtained by the predicted parameters.

Simulation results have shown that the proposed channel

fading prediction framework tracks and predicts the time-

varying small-scale parameters efficiently, thus achieving an

improved system performance.

APPENDIX A

EXPRESSION OF F

First, the discrete-time state transition equation for a single

path is given as
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(15)

Thus the transition matrix Fl of the tracking parameter vector

for a single path can be easily obtained from (15). Therefore,

the transition matrix F is expressed as F = Fl ⊗ IL .

APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF R

For VB-SAGE is unbiased Bayesian Estimator, the Kalman

Filter measurement additive noise, i.e., mean squared error

(MSE) can be lower bounded by Cramér–Rao bound, which

is computed by the inverse of the Fisher Information

matrix [42]. First, we give the simplified form of R:

R =

















Rα 0 0 0 0 0

0 Rϕ 0 0 0 0

0 0 Rτ 0 0 0

0 0 0 Rφrx 0 0

0 0 0 0 Rφtx 0

0 0 0 0 0 Rσ 2

















, (16)

where the diagonal submatrices Rα , Rϕ , Rτ , Rφrx , Rφtx
and Rσ 2 are the covariance matrixes. They can be com-

puted by the Fisher Information Matrixes I (α), I (ϕ), I (τ ),

I
(

φrx
)

, I
(

φrx
)

and I
(

σ 2
)

respectively. The time indicator t

is dropped off. The elements of them are given as

I(κ)i,k = −Eκ

[

∂ℓ (y; κ)

∂κi∂κj

]

, (17)

where κ ∈
[

α,ϕ, τ ,φrx,φtx
]

, the logarithm function of

posterior probability ℓ (y; κ) of αl , ϕl , τl , φrx,l , φtx,l and σ
2

are given in (9), (10) and (11) respectively.

Let Ŵ = diag {η}, where η = [η1, . . . , ηL] and ηl is same

as that in (9). Beginning with (9) and using wl = αl · ejϕl ,

we have the derivation of I (α) and I (ϕ) in (18) and (19),

as shown at the next page. In the following, we give the

derivation of I (τ ), I
(

φrx
)

and I
(

φtx
)

in (20), as shown at

the next page, where ι ∈ [τ, φrx , φtx].

For only azimuth angles are considered, we let Dpos =

[dx,dy]T , where dx and dy are the decomposition of the

antenna element location vector on two orthogonal directions

in azimuth plane. Combining (3) and (6), we have

∂

∂φrx,i

{(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)}

= u (τi)⊗ c
(

φtx,i
)

⊗

(

∂c
(

φrx,i
)

∂φrx,i

)

· wi, (22a)

∂c
(

φrx,i
)

∂φrx,i
= c

(

φrx,i
)

⊙
(

−dx · sinφrx,i + dy · cosφrx,i
)

.

(22b)

And also we can give the expression for Tx in the similar way.

Let f = [f0, . . . , fM−1]
T . Using (6), we have

∂

∂τi

{(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)}

=
∂u (τi)

∂τi
⊗ c

(

φtx,i
)

⊗ c
(

φrx,i
)

· wi, (23a)

∂u (τi)

∂τi
= [u (τi)⊙ (−j2π f)] . (23b)
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I(α)i,k = −Eα

[

∂ℓ (y;α)

∂αi∂αk

]

= −Eα

[

∂

∂αk

{

∂w∗
i

∂αi
sHτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lσ

−2y −
∂w∗

i

∂αi
sHτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lσ

−2

(

L
∑

l=1

wl · sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l

)

−

(

L
∑

l=1

wl · sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l

)H

σ−2sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l
∂wi

∂αi
+ yHσ−2sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l

∂wi

∂αi
−

L
∑

l=1

∂w∗
i

∂αi
Ŵi,lwl −

L
∑

l=1

w∗
l Ŵl,i

∂wi

∂αi











= −Eα

[

−
∂w∗

i
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∂wk
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−
∂w∗

i

∂ϕi
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∂wk
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−
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k
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∂wi

∂ϕi

]

= Eα

[

R

{

2e−jϕisHτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lσ
−2sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l e

jϕk + 2e−jϕiŴi,ke
jϕk
}]

(18)

I(ϕ)i,k = −Eϕ

[
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−
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H
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R
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(19)

I(ι)i,k = −Eι

[
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)H






σ−2y + yHσ−2 ∂

∂ιi

{(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)}

−
∂ℓ

∂ιi







(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)H






σ−2

(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)

−

(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)H

σ−2 ∂

∂ιi

{(

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)}





= −Eι





∂

∂ιi∂ιk







(

L
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l=1
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)H
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(

y −

L
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l=1
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)

+

(

y −

L
∑
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)H
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·
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{(
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−
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L
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∑
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 (20)

I

(

σ 2
)

= −Eσ 2

[

∂2ℓ
(

y; σ 2
)

∂
(

σ 2
)2

]

= N
(

σ 2
)−2

−

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)H
(

σ 2
)−3

(

y −

L
∑

l=1

sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lwl

)

−
(

σ 2
)−3

L
∑

l=1

sHτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,l sτl ,φrx,l ,φtx,lςl

(21)
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Therefore, I (τ ), I (φrx) and I (φtx) are computed by (3),

(6) and (20).

At last, I
(

σ 2
)

is expressed in (21), as shown at the

previous page.

APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF NSE AND NSELB

First, the tracking or prediction error of CSI is given by

e (t, f ) = g̃ (t, f ) − g (t, f ), where g̃ (t, f ) and g (t, f ) rep-

resent the estimated CSI gotten by tracking or prediction

and the real one gotten by channel model. Thus, the NSE

of estimated CSI is expressed as NSE =
|e(t,f )|22
|g(t,f )|22

, where |·|2

denotes the Euclidean norm.

Then, according to [43], the NSE is lower bounded as

NSELB ≥
Tr
{

DgRD
H
g

}

|g (t, f )|22
, (24)

where Tr {·} denotes the trace of a matrix and R is calculated

according to Appendix B. And Dg is given as

Dg = [
∂g (t, f )

∂αT
,
∂g (t, f )

∂ϕT
,
∂g (t, f )

∂τT
,
∂g (t, f )

∂φTrx
,

∂g (t, f )

∂φTtx
,
∂g (t, f )

∂σ 2
]. (25)
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